Welcome to the Teaching of My Husband.
Mrs. Robert Adams accompanied her husband in bringing The Teaching of Love, Compassion Humility to
the world during 43 years of marriage. She presently devotes her life to sharing this Message with all, in the
precise original pure form Teaching of brotherhood.
"The Journey to 'Unimaginable Beauty’ "
Welcome. You may wish to peruse the general offerings or dive deeply into the experience of the practical
techniques offered to transform your life; "You will be guided by The Current That Knows The Way. You
will begin to feel more happiness than you ever imagined." May you touched with the potent, gentle gift of
joy which he gives to all, asking nothing in return. "Happiness is the substratum of your existence.
Happiness, Compassion is your True Nature."
Robert Adams, the gentle yet serenely effortlessly commanding teacher of Compassion, developed his
Institute for the sole Transmission of his unique, joyous personal Message of transcending pain for the
joyful life, in a 'bright and shining' application of the ancient wisdom's, through contemporary life. With
touching grace, ethereal compassion, humor and a rare purity of heart, his three decades of transmitted,
completely extemporaneous Messages (link) creates an instant elevation within the listener, suddenly
perceiving the divine presence of love as if gently awakening.
Robert Adams experienced exalted awareness of Divine Presence and perception of the all encompassing
force of Divine Love since childhood, as described in detail in the book, The Silence of the Heart.
Accredited with originally introducing the ancient, gentle art of Self Inquiry (link to the art of gentle Self
Inquiry) advocated as a daily way of life to reduce suffering and break the bondage of living a limited life of
joyless 'cyclic problems', he teaches 'a kinder, gentler' offering of beautifully potent practices, techniques,
and lifestyle enabling us to immediately experience God manifesting through us, living by the laws of Love,
Compassion, and Humility.
The international family of Original Online Lesson Student Course (link) Students enjoy a full pure, original
Discourse each Thursday evening together, with the instructions on application, counseling, and beautiful
brotherhood that Robert emphasized so genuinely.
Happiness is Your True Nature. How? It is the substratum of your existence. You have simply identified
with what is transitory. A simple speaker, his words speak for themselves in the direct experience of each
individuals peace and inner transformation. After confirming his remarkable experiences with the teacher
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represented in the movie, 'The Razors Edge', Ramana, he was constantly requested to share the source of his
stunning peace, ethereal gentleness, compassion, and radiance with others.
Refusing to charge money or move into exclusive, reclusive environments, he proved that a anyone could
manifest the joyful, 'Ever Awakening Life', through his original, specific unchanged directives. In his
Lesson Series of profoundly inspirational extemporaneous transmissions that instantly elevated the
perceptions of all who listened, he has changed hundreds of lives and continues to do so today. Truly
Awaken to your True Self. Timeless. Beautiful. Compassionate. Loving. Divine.
"Without a pure heart, and good intentions, you cannot progress." A mystic, poet, music lover, animal and
children's rights protector, his humble offering emerging to all audiences only once or twice a week, a rare
jewel of purity in a world of generalities, a multitude of spiritual offerings , and self obsessions. Here, we
return to our True Selves.
Simple yet heart melting, defenses are dissolved as the Truth of Love permeates existence. Surrounded by
misinterpretations and requests for representation, refusing to charge for events or his council, he formed
The Institute for Compassionate Living per his precise directives for preservation of the potency and purity
as his sole source of transmission."
I slept and dreamt that life was joy, I awoke, and saw that life was Service I acted and behold, Service was
Joy.
Tagore
Questions, Quotations and Reproduction Information, Classes, Lineage and All Robert Adams Information:
How to Begin? Create a Daily Oasis of Refreshment, Beauty and Peace. In the personal experience of
gentle transformation and joyful living, committed compassion and the awakening of abiding peace , we
welcome you to The Message of Love, Compassion and Humility.

Daily Practices of Deep Refreshment, Upliftment and Re-Creation of Your Daily Experience.
Offered here are lovely unique Meditations, Techniques, and elevating timeless words (link) of Truth for
beautiful daily uplift, or deeper exploration. The words offered here for your inspiration on this site are the
precise, authentic Teaching of the gentle mystic beloved Robert Adams. Speaking briefly only upon the
request of others, he offered profound, stunningly elevating talks to groups limited to once a week in gentle
parable and direct conveyance of a selfless peace that remained with all, devoid of seeking adulation. From
the Source of this refreshing Truth, his Institute continues the ancient, tradition of all events offered freely.
Below Enjoy Offerings on the Origin, Foundation, and Contemporary Life of a Beloved Gentle Modern
Mystic.
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Finding Peace in an Unsteady World
A contemporary Westerner, he lived a suburban family life, radiating a disarming ethereal beauty, peace and
kindliness that instantly uplifted inner perceptions. Renowned for introducing the ancient art of
compassionate Self Inquiry, revealing the Compassion, Joy and Truth within, to the West at large, he
vehemently and constantly refused to limit himself to one label, religion or orientation. A new generation
presents his original, pure Message of Joy through Compassion, after spending a lifetime with him.

"I do not just teach Vedanta, but the heart of love, devotion."
He freely, compassionately and with great gentleness counseled people from all faiths and all walks of life,
from' sixties experimenters' to 'twenty something's'. Many projected their own needs, generational
projections, and images of their generation and lifestyle unto him, yet he remained a gentle man of Love,
Compassion and Humility, first and foremost, emphasizing that the most powerful, quickest
transformational force above all is of Love, Compassion, and Humility.
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Firm, solid behavioral guidelines and daily living guidance to create joy separates this offering from a new
age synthesis of non specifics. Here we find the true power of inner transformation. Transcendence. The
beauty of life. The alleviation of suffering.
A new generation that resided with this 'St. Francis of the West' chosen by him now carries on this joyful
purity with the love it was given. He consistently remained unaffiliated with anyone outside of his selection
in his own Institute, refusing individual attempts or claims to portray, interpret, or advise on his own
Teaching. His lineage continues his unchanged format per instructives. Due to the stunning beauty and
depth of his continuing Message beyond the introductory Silence of the Heart, many seek out the continuing
full Discourse Lesson Course, formulated by Robert Adams, offering the primary requested selection of
deeper, multi layered powerful techniques, and complete explanatory Teaching precisely in this loving
teachers own words.
"This has been my experience. Try it and see if it works for you."
Robert Adams
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